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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi and welcome everyone!My name is Angelika Kahlos and I am the Myanmar team Project Manager of OneWorld,an international ICT organisation developing technology for social good.We just released a civic education app for Android phones in Myanmar,together with many local partners,and I just wish to share our experiences with you today.When preparing this presentation, I thought about how to present this projectwhich started in January in this year,involves probably some 50-60 people, cuts across sectors,and aims to target youths – and other populations – of very diverse backgrounds…At last, I decided to frame this presentation from some of the different approaches we have in this app project.Therefore, I will talk aboutour facts-based approach: how the app was built to meet identified needs in Myanmar;our collaborative approach: how civil society and tech actors and creatives have worked together in this project;our youth-inclusive approach: how youths have participated in creating this app;our edutainment approach: how we have aimed to make civic education fun and appealing for Myanmar youthsour value-based approach: in what ways our app encourages critical thinking and reflection rather than merely provides facts;and our technical approach: what priorities and decisions we have made and what technical difficulties we have faced and solved;Please feel free to ask questions to me throughout the presentation if something is unclear: I am also happy to answer questions at the end of the presentation.



Our facts-based 
approach: 
Scoping study 
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First of all, my organisation – OneWorld – visited Myanmar in 2014 to do a scoping study aboutthe telecommunications and tech sector,ordinary people’s use of and interest in technology,and their understanding of democracy and governance issues.The scoping study was published on our website and it also led us to develop a multi-component projectpromoting democracy, good governance and peace in Myanmar.The civic education app we recently released is one of the project components in the overall project idea.



Our facts-based 
approach: 
Following ICT 
developments 
In 2016, 80% to access a 
mobile phone and +70% of 
all areas will access 
telecommunications 
infrastructure. 

Among smartphone users, 85% 
have Android phones. 

Among +5,500 respondents, 
38% of mobile Internet 
users are >24 years (74% 
are >34 years). 
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A second part of our facts-based approach is that our teams– in Myanmar as well as in London and globally –constantly follow news and developments in the field of ICT, particularly ICT4D.In Myanmar, we realized that recent developments in the telecommunications sector has increased mobile phone useand Android phone use in particulartremendeously.Now 85% of all smartphone users have an Android phone and most households will access telecommunications services already next year.What we also saw is that youths are at the forefront using new technology.When creating our civic education app – New Niti – we took all these things into account.The numbers on this slide are from the Myanmar government, Myanma Post and Telecommunications, and On Device Research.



Our collaborative 
approach 
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Although this project was first initiated by OneWorld, we have cooperated extensively with a broad range of actors,from the civil society as well as the tech sector,and with creatives and youths.We did so as we have learned from previous educational projectsin other countrieswhere we have worked with Butterfly Works,a design studio developing e- and mLearning tools for social good,that to get a good productand maximize the outreach and impact of it,collaboration is key.In our project, we have worked with young, talented creatives from Myanmar,like the script-writer Adam Tun-Aung,the designers from Joosk Illustration,the digital media strategists from Digital Kaway,the tech entrepreneurs from Bindez, and the young tech company Revo Tech.We have integrated curriculum and civic education expertise fromMote Oo,Center for Youth and Social Harmony,Kalyana Mitta Foundation,Saitta Thukha Development Instituteand Open Myanmar Initiative.Some partners, like the Myanmar Book Aid and Preservation Foundation,have provided advice on developing education and apps in the Myanmar context.Oxfam has also been a very supportive donor and expert resourcewhile OneWorld has since the start been in a coordinating role,ensuring all these partners have been given a space to contribute to the app.The good thing with education in Myanmar is that there are many actors in that field,so there is great potential to expand the project to make it even more inclusive,for example, by using curriculum from more organisations in new app chapters.This means we don’t have to invent everything from scratch,but rather add a value to existing materials and local knowledge among organisations.That way, our app can complement their trainings, workshops and other activities.



Our youth-inclusive 
approach 
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When we developed New Niti, we invited youths from different backgrounds to tell us what they wanted to see in our app.During workshops they told us about what they knew about the topics in the app,how they normally come across such information,and why they sometimes can’t access important information on civic education. They helped to create the stories in the app, by sharing their own experiences and life stories,and advised us how the cartoon characters should look like,and told us what kind of quizzes and games they wanted to have in the app.The final version of New Niti reflects many of these ideas from the youths we have worked with.Youths have also been involved in the testing of the app,including by meeting with Revo Tech and giving them feedback on the spot,  and some youths from partner organisations have also been involved in the launch event in Yangon,and youths will also play a key role in promoting and distributing the app.



 
Our edutainment 
approach 
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We have tried to give a new take on education with our New Niti app.In fact, the name itself – New Niti – means “new knowledge”,or “new wisdom” or “new ethics”,and we think it is a suitable name for the appboth because it is a modern, tech and educational tooland also because it represents a more youth-centered approachstimulating critical thinking and including “game-ified” information,as opposed to traditional textbooks, class room lectures and rote learning.Some of the things that make the app fun for youths arethe stories between the cartoon characters, that have been given voices by radio presenters and even a famous super model,and all the interactive quizzes, surveys, question-and-answer pages, and infographicsthat the user can control and navigate within independently.



 
Our value-based 
approach 
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Different from other elections apps that have recently been released,our New Niti app is not exclusively an elections app,neither does it take a strictly informational approach like other apps.Many elections apps are about voter educationand their information is quite practical in its nature,like, how to screen the voter list or what ballots you need to cast on the elections day.Our New Niti app consists of 5 chapters – all relevant before as well as after the elections:Citizenship, with an emphasis on active citizenshipDemocracy, particularly about it as a governance system and about its institutionsElections, particularly about value-based votingRule of law, particularly for individual citizens but also for duty bearersand Peace, again, particularly for individual citizens but also on a higher level.The main thread throughout all chapters is active citizenship.We want to encourage critical thinking and active participation in the community by citizens.This means we mix “one-way” messages about facts and information with interactive elementsthat allow users to reflect on their values and opinions.



Our technical 
approach: 

Making it user-
friendly 
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Revo Tech, the local tech company we’ve worked with,was chosen as our partner partly because of their previous experience of creating educational apps for Myanmar. They also do on-the-ground research with ordinary people and more experienced app usersto understand how people use apps and what they would like to see in the final products.Revo Tech is also updated about what phone brands and models are popular and how products look like on different phones.This ensures that the products they create are user-friendly and meet people’s expectations and wishes.



Our technical approach 
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After many months of hard work and lots of testing,Revo Tech and OneWorld’s own tech team ultimately created a final app.The New Niti app we recently released includes many different features, including:a glossary of +300 words and phrases in English – all related to civic educationscripts in Burmese and Englishanimated cartoon characters and visual, moving featuresclickable infographicsquizzes, like “True or False”, “Choose 1 option among 4 options”, etc.surveys, particularly value-based surveys that measure the app user’s attitudinal changesound files in Burmese and Englisha service for the app users to ask their civic education questions to experts and politicians.Given the extensive content, the file size of the app is also pretty big: some 90 MB.However, most Android phones of versions above 4.0 can display the app properly.This means we have not prioritized to develop the app for low-end phones,like Android phones from before 2014,and neither have we developed this app to work on iPhones,as the majority of smartphone users use Android phones.Ways of decreasing the app size would be to have it only in Burmese,but then it would lose its function as a language learning tool, or to remove the sound files and only keep the scripts,but then it wouldn’t be accessible to illiterate populations,or to remove the moving features or the animations altogether,but that would make the app much less attractive!This means we have prioritized to make the app useful and fun,but that we have also had to accept its big size and limited our outreach to only target fairly new phones.



Our technical 
approach: 
Tracking user data 
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Also, we have integrated some user analysis tools in the app,to allow us to see if we succeed to reach out broadly with the app to people of different ages, gender identities and from various geographical locations.We are currently building a system to also allow us see if app users change their attitudes and opinions while using the appas there is a recurrent feature called “the main chapter question” in each app chapter.This is a YES/MAYBE/NO question about the main topic of each app chapterand our hope is that app users will show a more positive attitude towards becoming active citizensafter using the app.�We will also be able to track how long they spend on different pages in the app, etc.to see how deeply they engage in the app.This can inform future designing of new app chapters and features.



Lessons learned 
 
Know the context well and follow developments 
closely 
 
Build partnerships! You are not stronger alone! 
 
Re-use existing knowledge and resources in creative 
ways to add value 
 
Have your target groups/clients at the centre at all 
times and involve them when possible 
 
To complement others’ products: stand out, do 
something different! 
 
Bear in mind promotion and distribution channels for 
your product and follow up on the outreach and 
impact of it 
 
B  i  t   t t ’/ li t ’ 

       
      

 
 



Where to find the app? 
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The app will hopefully be available in another app, named Tha Din,which publishes news from various sourcesin Burmese language and divided into different categories.The app is also downloadable online from Google Play storeand shareable offline, for free, through Zapya and Xender.The app will also be distributed at different events, like workshops by the Saitta Thukha Development Institute.



Thank you 
 
Contact:  
 
Angelika Kahlos 
Project Manager – Myanmar 
angelika.kahlos@oneworld.org 
 
Khin Zar Mon 
Project Officer – Myanmar 
khinzar.mon@oneworld.org 
 
Zarni Kyaw Oo 
Project Officer – Myanmar 
zarni@oneworld.org 
 
Jeffrey Allen 
Global Programme Coordinator 
jeffrey.allen@oneworld.org 
 
Uju Ofomata 
Global Programme Director 
uju.ofomata@oneworld.org  
 
www.oneworld.org   
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Thank you for your attention!If you want more information about the app, please let us know,and we will answer your questions as swiftly as we can!I am also here today to share the app with youand to listen to you about what you think would be good or fun to have in the app in the future.
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